ONLINE WAITLISTING MECHANICS

The Waitlisting Module allows students to apply for a slot in a desired class online and to avoid physically queueing up in enlistment centers. This is an extension of the Preenlistment Module. The mechanics of the Waitlisting Module is as follows:

General Waitlisting:

There will be a General Waitlisting period where you can waitlist in any class you desire starting 29 August 2020 until 12nn of 02 September 2020. The respective offering units will process the waitlists thereafter.

- Classes that you select in this module are not automatically granted to you. You need to wait for the offering unit to process the waitlists to see if you are granted a slot in your waitlisted classes.
- Granting of class slots is the prerogative of the offering unit. The unit can choose to assign the slots to the waitlisted students in any way like “random assignment” for equality or "priority by student type" for equity. Please contact the respective offering/enlisting unit if you have any question on how and when they will process a waitlist.
- You can enlist in any class and in multiple sections of the same course. You can waitlist in a course that conflicts with an already granted course obtained through preenlistment except if it conflicts with an enlisted block. If you do this, you will receive a warning that if your waitlisted course is granted, it will automatically cancel your obtained course through preenlistment that conflicts with the newly granted waitlisted course. You can cancel classes using this module until the start of regular registration. During regular registration, you need to contact your adviser or the offering unit to cancel your enlisted slots.
- If you have waitlisted in many sections of a course and you are granted a slot in a section, then all other waitlist applications of the same course are automatically cancelled.
- If you have waitlisted in several classes in a specific time slot e.g. TTh 1-2:30 pm and you are granted a slot in a class, then all other waitlists for classes that conflict with the newly granted class will also be cancelled.
- There are no rankings during waitlisting since enlistment processing is decentralized to the respective departments. Hence, your least desired class might be granted if that class was processed first before your most desired class.
- A single waitlist will be maintained for a block set of classes.
- It is recommended that you apply for waitlist slots such that the offering unit would be informed of the additional slots per course and time schedule they need to offer. This in effect would act as a "petition list".

Department Waitlisting:

After the General Waitlisting period until the deadline of Change of Mat, it is the discretion of the offering unit to open individual waitlist queues for specific courses.

- You can waitlist in any class as long as it is open. When the waitlist is closed, you cannot apply for a waitlist anymore. However, a closed waitlist can be opened again at the discretion of the offering unit.
- It is up to the offering unit on when the waitlists will be processed after it is closed. Do check the remarks section of the class you wish to waitlist in to know when to come back and check CRS again to see if a certain waitlisted class has been granted to you. Please contact the offering unit if you have any queries on waitlist processing of their offered courses.
- The unit may choose to reset their waitlists on a regular basis making all current waitlisted applications cancelled. If this happens, you may see the cancelled classes under Cancelled Waitlists. Feel free to select the class again, in case the waitlisting is opened again, to get another chance of being granted a slot in that respective class.